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7. Additional Qualitative Results

Fig. 6 shows the face instances probabilistically sam-

pled from LT, which is learned on the DISFA data, for dif-

ferent FAUs. For every FAU, the corresponding face fig-

ure depicts the mean landmark locations for both the zero

intensity (black crosses) and highest intensity levels (red

crosses). Also, every face figure shows the standard devi-

ation of the landmark locations along x and y axes for the

highest intensity level (red ellipses). As can be seen, our

LT structure learning is capable of correctly capturing the

underlying higher-order dependencies among the landmark

locations for different FAUs and their intensities.

As in the main paper, we can clearly see the correspon-

dence between the facial regions influenced by the related

FAU, e.g. FAUs 1 mainly influences the eyebrow landmarks

while FAU 12 mainly influences the landmarks around the

mouth.

Regarding FAU15, the learned distribution is almost

identical the neutral face and thus is not sufficiently dis-

criminative to achieve good results.

FAU5 influences the points around the right eyelid,

which is expected. Additionally, the distributions of almost

all other points increase their standard deviation, which

indicates that FAU5 is accompanied by large head move-

ments, which in turn lower the precision of the points.

FAU9 is not detected by points around the nose, but

rather through the eyebrows. This indicates that the brow

lowering is often co-curring with the nose wrinkle and thus

the model detects FAU9 indirectly through FAU4. However,

the co-occurrence is not strict and thus the LT performance

is lower than SVR.

8. LT Parameter Updates

This section provides detailed formulas for the parame-

ter updates of the distributions defined in (2), (3) and (4).

Solving (13) regarding the parameters (µk,l)
new for the dis-

tributions defined in (2) leads to the update:

µnew
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∑
n q
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, (14)

with Nk,P (l) =
∑

n q
(n)(hP (l) = k).

Furthermore, solving (13) regarding the parameters

(µk,m,Σk,m)new for the distributions defined in (3) leads

to the update:
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(16)

with Nk,P (m) =
∑

n q
(n)(hP (m) = k).

Finally, solving (13) regarding the parameters (µr)
new

for the distributions defined in (4) leads to the update:

µ(new)
r (k) =

∑
n q

(n)(hr = k)

N
. (17)
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FAU1 FAU2 FAU4 FAU5

Inner Brow Raise Outer Brow Raise Brow Lowerer Upper Lid Raise

FAU6 FAU9 FAU12 FAU15

Cheek Raise Nose Wrinkle Lip Corner Puller Lip Corner Depressor

FAU17 FAU20 FAU25 FAU26

Chin Raiser Lip Stretch Lips Part Jaw drop

Figure 6. Landmark locations probabilistically sampled from an LT model trained on the DISFA data. For every FAU, the corresponding

face figure depicts the mean landmark locations for both the zero intensity (black crosses) and highest intensity levels (red crosses). Also,

every face figure shows the standard deviation of the landmark locations along x and y axes for the highest intensity level (red ellipses).

The crosses cover each other, i.e. if the distribution does not change, then just a red cross is visible.


